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 The accelerating decrease in food intake along with toxin
accumulation, increased immune mediators, insulin resistance

and metabolic acidosis amongst others, may contribute
significantly to deterioration of nutritional status along the

course of CKD.
 This condition predisposes the population to increased

mortality and morbidity.
 Thus, assessing body composition is pivotal to prevent

apparent malnutrition especially in the pre-dialysis CKD
population.

To assess various body
composition parameters

in pre-dialysis CKD
patients.

To determine the
relationship between the
eGFR levels thereby CKD
stages and the measured

parameters.

Period of study and
Inclusion criteria
Period: January to March 2021.

Inclusion: Individuals diagnosed
with Chronic Kidney Disease;
above 18 years, both the genders,
CKD with or without diabetes,
hypertension and cardiovascular
disease.

Exclusion: Individuals on dialysis,
with catabolic chronic diseases
such as cancer, pregnancy, renal
transplant recipients, recent
history of infection, trauma, major
surgery.

Data collection

Statistical Analyses

Location: Nephrology unit in hospital
and clinic in Mysuru.

SPSS 21 was used to analyze the
data.

Body composition: Inbody 770

Normality – Shapiro Wilk.
Parametric independent sample t-test
Non-parametric Mann Whitney t-test

Height: BSM 170 stadiometer
Serum creatinine: Medical records

Correlation and linear regression
applied based on assumptions.

eGFR: CKD-EPI (2009) used
Informed Consent was obtained

Ethical clearance from the institutional ethics committee, University of Mysore was obtained.

Age and Gender of the subjects
 Out of the 40 pre-dialysis CKD subjects, 29(72.5%) were male and only 11(27.5%), female.
Disparity between the genders in occurrence of and response to kidney injury has been
documented in some studies. [1,2]
 The mean age and glomerular filtration rate of participants was 58.7±12.2 years and

27.5±16.7 ml/min/1.73m2 respectively.
Gender distribution in early and late stage CKD

 With the cut-off of 30mL/min/1.73m2, 17 subjects

15

14

were classified as early stage CKD [stage 1,2,3] and
8

23 subjects [stage 4 & 5] as late-stage CKD.
3
MALE

FEMALE
EARLY STAGE

MALE

FEMALE
LATE STAGE

BMI Classification based on Asia Pacific Standards [3]
 Majority of the subjects, irrespective of the gender, were obese in both early stage and
late stage disease category with 13(76.5%) and 10(43.5%) respectively whereas subjects
with normal BMI were lowest in both the categories i.e., 3(17.6%) in early-stage and

6(26.1%) in late-stage category.
Overall BMI classification
BMI (kg/m2)
Normal
23%
BMI (kg/m2)
Obese
58%

BMI (kg/m2)
Overweight
20%

Comparison of various body composition parameters between early stage and late stage CKD
Pa rameter

G roup

Mean±SD

Early stage

74.84 ± 11.43

Late stage

67.10 ± 13.22

Early stage

36.07 ± 10.65

Late stage

34.32 ± 12.85

Early stage

0.93 ± 0.09

Weight (kg)

Body cell
mass

Arm
circumference

Fat free mass
index

Whole body
phase angle

p v a lue

P a r ameter
BMI in kg/m2

G r o up
Early stage
Late stage
Early stage
Late stage
Early stage
Late stage
Early stage
Late stage
Early stage
Late stage
Early stage
Late stage
Early stage
Late stage
Early stage
Late stage
Early stage
Late stage
Early stage
Late stage
Early stage

M ea n R a nk
22.53
19.00
23.71
18.13
22.91
18.72
23.65
18.17
23.68
18.15
22.74
18.85
15.26
24.37
19.24
19.71
23.65
18.17
23.50
18.28
23.68

Late stage

18.15

Early stage
Late stage
Early stage

22.65
18.91
25.32

Late stage

16.93

Bone mineral
content

Early stage

22.35

Late stage

19.13

Fat mass index

Early stage
Late stage
Early stage

21.47
19.78
22.65

Late stage

18.91

Protein

1.963 (38)

% Body fat

Waist-hip
ratio

t (d f)

0.057

Minerals
Total body water

0.457 (38)

0.651

Intracellular water
Extracellular water

3.247 (38)

0.002**

ECW/TBW

Late stage

0.84 ± 0.09

Body fat mass

Early stage

30.69 ± 6.62

Skeletal lean mass

Late stage

27.64 ± 6.65

Early stage

32.34 ± 3.05

1.434 (38)

29.97 ± 3.50

Early stage

17.09 ± 1.69

Late stage

16.81 ± 2.50

0.691

4.88 ± 0.59
2.460 (38)

Late stage

0.032*

Visceral fat area
Arm muscle
circumference

0.400(38)

Early stage

Fat free mass
Skeletal muscle
mass

2.225(38)

Late stage

0.160

4.28 ± 0.86

*significance level at P value <0.05, **significance level at P value <0.01

0.019*

Skeletal muscle
index

*significance level at P value <0.05

Z
-0.944

p v a l ue
0.345

-1.492

0.136

-1.122

0.262

-1.464

0.143

-1.478

0.139

-1.040

0.298

-2.440

0.015 *

-0.132

0.895

-1.464

0.143

-1.396

0.163

-1.478

0.139

-0.999

0.318

-2.244

0.025 *

-0.862

0.389

-0.452

0.651

-0.999

0.318

Independent 2 sample t-test and Mann-Whitney U-tests were applied accordingly.
 The mean weight values were higher in the early stage category although the difference

was not significant ( p = 0.057) . In agreement with this, the mean waist-hip ratio level was
significantly greater in the early-stage group than late-stage group ( p = 0.002), indicating a

higher risk of metabolic abnormalities and cardiovascular disease [4]. However, indicators
of nutritional status, arm circumference and arm muscle circumference ( p = 0.025) also

followed the same trend. ( p = 0.032).
 Whole body phase angle was significantly higher in the early-stage group than the latestage group ( p = 0.019); possibly indicating frailty in the latter group [5].

Association of kidney function decline and body composition changes
Karl pearson coefficient of correlation were obtained between eGFR and body composition parameters.

eGFR was positively and significantly correlated with weight (r = 0.361, p=0.022), Waist-hip ratio
(r = 0.457, p=0.003), Body fat mass (r = 0.311, p=0.05), Visceral fat area (r = 0.307, p=0.05) and phase angle

(r = 0.430, p=0.006). eGFR was also negatively and significantly correlated with the ratio of ECW to TBW
(r = -0.388, p=0.013).

Further, by multivariate regression analysis, it was noted that for every unit decline in eGFR as measured
in mL/min/1.73m2, weight decreased by 0.28kg, Body fat mass decreased by 0.20kg, Visceral fat area
decreased by 1.06cm2, whole body phase angle decreased by 0.02o, and a minimal decrease in waist-hip
ratio was observed (<0.001). Also, for every unit decline in eGFR, there was a minimal increase in the ratio
of extracellular water to total body water (<0.001).

Considering the association of eGFR with body composition, incorporating the measurement
of body compartments in the initial stages of CKD may provide us with the comprehensive
nutritional evaluation needed to preserve the functional capacity and increase the quality of
life of the patients.
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